Scenarios for Search Marking practice

#8
3478 Whitehaven Drive (2 story house)
Found 2 victims inside – 1 red, 1 yellow
Dog staying with red victim seems friendly
Searched 1st and 2nd floors

#9
713 Bayswater Court (2 story house)
Three green survivors located inside. They say no one else is inside.
The building appears to be stable; SAR team walked thru both floors.
Told residents to come to the CERT Command Post if they need help.

#10
3428 Briartown Court (2 story house)
Tree down in front yard, is leaning on house.
Walked around outside house, thru the window saw 1 adult victim lying on family room floor with 2 children nearby. Heard dog barking in house.
Did not go inside house. Need to get help for victim.